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Abstract

Hidden human populations, the Internet, and other networked structures conceptu-

alized mathematically as graphs are inherently hard to sample by conventional means,

and the most effective study designs usually involve procedures that select the sample

by adaptively following links from one node to another. Sample data obtained in such

studies are generally not representative at face value of the larger population of interest.

However, a number of design and model based methods are now available for effective

inference from such samples. The design based methods have the advantage that they

do not depend on an assumed population model, but do depend for their validity on

the design being implemented in a controlled and known way, which can be difficult or

impossible in practice. The model based methods allow greater flexibly in the design,

but depend on modeling of the population using stochastic graph models and also de-

pend on the design being ignorable or of known form so that it can be included in the

likelihood or Bayes equations. For both the design and the model based methods, the

weak point often is the lack of control in how the initial sample is obtained, from which

link-tracing commences. The designs described in this paper offer a third way, in which

the sample selection probabilities become step by step less dependent on the initial

sample selection. A Markov chain “random walk” model idealizes the natural design

tendencies of a link-tracing selection sequence through a graph. This paper introduces
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uniform and target walk designs in which the random walk is nudged at each step to

produce a a design with the desired stationary probabilities. A sample is thus obtained

that in important respects is representative at face value of the larger population of

interest, or that requires only simple weighting factors to make it so.

Key words: Adaptive sampling, link-tracing designs, Markov chain Monte Carlo, network

sampling, random walk, respondent-driven sampling, sampling in graphs, sampling hidden

population.

1 Introduction

Populations with linkage or network structure are conceptualized as graphs, with the nodes

of the graph representing the units of the population and the edges or arcs of the graph

representing the relationships or links between the units in the population. A central problem

of studies in graph settings is that for many of the populations of interest it is difficult

or impossible to obtain samples using conventional designs, and the samples obtained may

be at face value highly unrepresentative of the larger population of interest. In practice,

often the only practical methods of obtaining the sample involve following links from sample

nodes to add more nodes and links to the sample. For example, in studies of hidden human

populations such as injection drug users, sex workers, and others at risk for HIV/AIDS or

hepatitis C, social links are followed from initially identified respondents to add more research

participants to the sample. Similarly, in investigations of the characteristics of the Internet,

the usual procedure is to obtain a sample of web sites by following links from initial sites to

other sites.

Klovdahl (1989) used the term “random walk” to describe a procedure for obtaining a

sample from a hidden population by asking a respondent to identify several contacts, one

1Address for correspondence: Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science, Simon Fraser University,

Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6. Email: thompson@stat.sfu.ca
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of whom is selected at random to be the next respondent, with the pattern continuing for a

number of steps. Heckathorn (1997) described methods of “respondent-driven sampling” using

procedures of this type. The motivation for using designs like this in practice is to penetrate

deeper into the hidden population to obtain respondents who are more “representative” of

the population than the more conspicuous initial respondents may be. In studies of the

Internet, the parallel idea is that of the “random surfer,” who selects a web page at random,

clicks at random on one of the links on that page, thus moving to another page, and so on

(Brin and Page 2002). The random walk design can be conceptualized as a Markov chain

(Heckathorn, 1997, 2002, Henzinger et al 2000, Salganik and Heckathorn 2004). In this paper

some modifications of these Markov chain designs are described, with the object of obtaining

stationary probabilities of equal or specified values in order to obtain simple estimates of

characteristics of the population graph of interest.

Approaches to inference from samples in a graph setting include design-based, model-

based, and combination methods. In the design based approach, all values of node and link

variables in the graph are considered fixed or given, and inference is based on the design-

induced probabilities involved in selecting the sample. In the model based approach, the

population is itself viewed as a realization of a stochastic graph model, which provides the joint

probability distribution of all the node and link variables. Previous design-based approaches

include the methods of network or multiplicity sampling (Birnbaum and Sirken 1965), adaptive

cluster sampling applied in a graph setting (Thompson and Collins 2002), and a few of the

methods in the snowball sampling literature (Frank 1977, 1978, Frank and Snijders 1994). A

method combining design and model based approaches is used in Felix-Medina and Thompson

(2004) for studying a hidden population in which link-tracing follows from a probability survey

sample from a frame that covers only part of the population.

The advantage of design-based methods is that populations such as socially networked hid-

den human populations are difficult to model realistically, and the design-based inference does

not rely on modeling assumptions for properties such as unbiasedness and consistency of esti-
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mators. Design-based inference methods do rely on the design being implemented according

to plan, however, and exact implementation of a given design may be a very great challenge in

studies of hidden human populations. This was the motivation for the development of a range

of model-based methods for inference from samples in graphs, including maximum likelihood

and Bayes techniques (Thompson and Frank 2000, Chow and Thompson 2003). Assuming

that the initial sample is “ignorable” in the likelihood sense (Rubin 1976), or that the design

is of known form so that it can be included in the likelihood and Bayes equations, these meth-

ods work for a very wide range of link-tracing sampling procedures, including most variations

of the snowball and network methods. In reality, however, the initial sample may be selected

in a fashion that is anything but ignorable, with selection probabilities depending on node

value, node degree, and other factors. The pervasive problem of initial sample selection in

link-tracing studies has been remarked upon by Spreen(1992) among others.

The approach pursued in the present paper does not assume total control over all design

possibilities, but rather seeks to work with the way samples naturally tend to get selected

in networked populations, whether by ethnographers or other social scientists, members of

the population themselves, or automated web crawlers. Starting with those natural selection

processes, we introduce iterative modifications to obtain sampling procedures that step by

step approach desired selection probabilities.

Although the underlying structure of the designs in this paper depends on Markov chains,

the estimators and quantities of most interest to investigators may not in fact be Markovian.

For example, while the sequence of selections of sample units may depend at each step only

on the most recently selected unit, the sequence by which distinct units are added to the

sample depends on all units selected thus far. For this reason, the properties of a number

of alternative estimators with different designs are examined using simulation, by repeatedly

selecting samples from stochastic graph realizations and from an empirical population from a

study of a people at high risk for HIV/AIDS transmission.

Random walk designs are described in Section 2. Uniform and targeted walk designs are
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introduced in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Examples are worked in Section 5, including an

illustrative example using as the population a realization of a stochastic graph model and an

empirical example using data from a study of a population at high risk for HIV/AIDS.

2 Random Walk

The population of interest is a graph, given by a set of N nodes with labels U = {1, 2, . . . , N}

and values y = (y1, ..., yN ) and an N ×N matrix A indicating relationships or links between

nodes. An element aij of A is one if there is a link from node i to node j and zero otherwise.

The diagonal elements aii are assumed to be zero. For node i, the row sum ai· is the out-

degree or number of nodes to which i has a link and the column sum a·i is the in-degree or

number of nodes which link to i. With an undirected graph, the matrix A is symmetric and

the in-degree of any node equals its out-degree.

Let Wk denote the unit or node of the graph that is selected at the kth wave. If i is the

node selected at the kth wave, then for wave k + 1 one of the nodes linked from i is selected

at random. Thus, {W0,W1,W2, . . . } is a Markov chain with

P (Wk+1 = j |Wk = i) = aij/ai· (1)

Let Q denote the transition matrix of the chain with elements qij = P (Wk+1 = j |Wk = i).

The chain is a random walk in that at each step, one of the neighboring states of the present

state is selected at random.

If the graph consists of a single connected component, that is, if every node of the graph is

reachable from every other node by some path, then the chain is irreducible and its stationary

probabilities (π1, . . . , πN) satisfy πj =
∑

πiqij for j = 1, . . . , N . In fact, with the simple

random walk design in a connected undirected graph the stationary probabilities can be

shown (Salganik and Heckathorn 2002) to be
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πj ∝ a·j

That is, for an undirected graph consisting of only one connected component, the long

term selection frequency for any node is proportional to its in-degree, which, for a nondirected

graph, equals the out-degree.

Suppose one wishes to estimate a characteristic of the population graph, such as the

population mean of the node values µy =
∑N

i=1
yi/N using data from a random walk sample.

The sample mean ȳ =
∑

i∈s yi is in general not unbiased because the value yi of a node may be

related to its degree and hence to its probability of being selected. However, one can obtain

an approximately unbiased estimate by weighting each sample y-value by the reciprocal of its

in-degree, assuming that that information is available from the data (Salganik and Heckathorn

2002).

2.1 Random walk with random jumps

In a graph with separate components or with unconnected nodes, the simple random walk

just described does not have the property that every node can be eventually reached from

every other node. Without this property, the limiting distribution of the random walk is

sensitive to the starting distribution, since the limiting probability for a node depends on the

initial probability of starting in the component that contains that node. A modification of

the design which overcomes this problem allows for a jump with small probability to a node

at random from the whole graph. At each step, this random walk follows a randomly selected

link with probability d and, with probability 1 − d, jumps to another node in the graph at

random or with specified probability. In the Internet search literature, d is referred to as the

“damping factor,” since a value of d less than one damps the effect of the out-degree of a

given node (Brin and Page 1998).
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The transition probabilities for the random walk with jumps are given by

qij =







(1 − d)/N + daij/ai· if ai· > 0

1/N if ai· = 0
(2)

With the small probability 1 − d of a random jump at any step, the Markov chain walk

can potentially reach any node in the graph from any other, so that the chain is irreducible.

Further, the random jumps, which include the possibility of going to node i from node i, ensure

that the chain is aperiodic so that the stationary probabilities are limiting probabilities. With

d < 1 the stationary probability of node i is not a simple function of its own in-degree, but

depends also on the stationary probabilities of the nodes that link to it.

More generally, the jumps can be made with any specified probabilities p = (p1, . . . , pN)

and the probability of a jump can depend on the current state, so that the transition proba-

bilities are

qij =







(1 − di)pj + diaij/ai· if ai· > 0

1/N if ai· = 0

Estimates which are approximately design-unbiased for population graph characteristics

can be obtained by weighting sample values inversely proportional to the limiting Markov

chain selection probabilities, but with the additional problem that these limiting probabilities

are unknown and must be estimated from the sample data (see Henzinger, et al. 2001 for an

approach to this).

For the remainder of this paper, “random walk” or “ordinary random walk” will refer to

the random walk with jumps unless it is specifically stated to be a random walk without the

option of jumps.

3 Uniform Walk

In this section a modification of the random walk design is proposed which leads to uniform

stationary probabilities π = (π, . . . , π).
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Consider first the case of the population graph consisting of only one connected component.

Let Q be the transition matrix for the simple random walk with transition probabilities qij

given by (1). Suppose that at step k the state of the process is i. A tentative selection is made

using the transition probabilities in the ith row of Q. Suppose that the tentative selection

is node j. If the out-degree aj· of node j is less than the out-degree ai· of node i, then the

selection for the next wave is node j, that is, Wk+1 = j. If, on the other hand, the out degree

of node j is greater than the out degree of node i, then a uniform random number Z is selected

from the unit interval. If Z < ai·/aj·, then Wk+1 = j. Otherwise, Wk+1 = i.

Using the Hastings-Metropolis method (Hastings 1970), the transition matrix for the mod-

ified walk in the connected graph is constructed with elements

Pij = qijαij for i 6= j

and

Pii = 1 −
∑

j 6=i

Pij

where

αij = min

{

ai·

aj·

, 1

}

With a population graph containing separate components or isolated nodes, the random

walk with jumps, having transition matrix Q given by (2), can be modified to give

Pij = qijαij for i 6= j

and

Pii = 1 −
∑

j 6=i

Pij

where

αij = min

{

qji

qij

, 1

}

Thus, for two mutually connected nodes i and j, the acceptance probability for a transition

from i to j is

αij = min

{

(1 − d)/N + d/aj·

(1 − d)/N + d/ai·

, 1

}
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For a transition from an isolated unit to one in a component larger than one node, the

acceptance probability is αij = 1− d. Other acceptance probabilities have αij = 1. Note also

that for a directed graph, the acceptance probability for following an asymmetric link would

be zero.

The uniform walk is implemented, when the current state is i, by selecting a candidate

next state, say j, using the transition probabilities in the ith row of Q. A standard uniform

random number Z is selected and, if Z < αij, the next state is j, whereas otherwise the walk

stays at i for one more step.

The quantity αij with the uniform walk designs depends on the known transition proba-

bilities of the basic random walk, so does not require estimation for implementation.

4 Targeted Walk

The same approach can be used to construct a walk having any specified stationary proba-

bilities, for example selecting nodes with high y values with higher probabilities or selecting

nodes to have probabilities strictly proportional to degree, even when the graph contains

separate connected components. Let πi(y) denote the desired stationary selection probability

for the ith node as a function of its y value. For example, in a study of a hidden human

population at risk for HIV/AIDS, suppose it is desired to sample injection drug users (yi = 1)

with twice the probability of noninjectors (yi = 0). The relevant transition probabilities for

the value-targeted walk, using again the Hastings-Metropolis method, are

Pij = qijαij for i 6= j

and

Pii = 1 −
∑

j 6=i

Pij

where

αij = min

{

πjqji

πiqij

, 1

}
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Note that the basic transition probability is known, since it depends only on out-degree

of observed nodes, the chosen probability d, and the specified ratio πj/πi.

For a walk in which the relative selection probability depends on y value, the ratio

πj(yj)/π(yi) is specified and

αij = min

{

πj(yj)qji

πi(yi)qij

, 1

}

As another example of a targeted walk, the target distribution could be to have nodes

selected proportional to their out-degree, that is, the number of links out. Since the degree

for an isolated node is zero, one possibility, referred to as the “degree+1” targeted walk,

simply adds one to each degree, so that πi ∝ ai· + 1 is the target selection probability.

A slightly different choice, referred to simply as the degree-targeted walk, adds one only

to the degree of isolated nodes, so that πi ∝ max(ai·, 1). For a degree-targeted walk of this

type, the acceptance probability for a transition between two mutually connected nodes is

αij = min

{

aj·(1 − d)/N + 1

ai·(1 − d)/N + 1
, 1

}

For a transition between an isolated node and one with positive degree, the probability is

αij = min(aj·(1 − d), 1)

The transition probability between two nodes each having positive degree is

αij = min

{

aj·

ai·

, 1

}

In that case

αij = min

{

aj·qji

ai·qij

, 1

}

Since isolated nodes, without any links to other nodes, have degree zero, to give them a

positive selection probability their degree can arbitrarily be assigned the value “1” in the

degree-targeted walk calculation, or the value 1 can be added to the degree of every node.
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5 Nonreplacement walk designs

The limiting distribution results of the previous sections apply exactly to walk designs with

replacements, so that the selection of nodes can proceed indefinitely through the finite pop-

ulation. Some of the estimators used in the examples to follow, are based however on the

sequence of distinct units selected through that process. The sequence of distinct units, which

in effect provides a walk sample without replacement, can add new units only until the num-

ber of distinct nodes in the sample equals that of the finite population, at which point the

sample mean and the population mean coincide.

A different procedure for selecting a walk sample without replacement is to directly confine

the selection of the next unit at any step from the set of units not already selected, as with the

“self-avoiding random walk” (Lovász 1993). If a select-reject procedure is used as with the

targeted walks, the next selection is made from the set of units not having been tentatively

selected at all, whether or not the unit was accepted.

6 Estimators based on the values of the accepted nodes

With a uniform random walk with replacement the draw-by-draw sample mean of the se-

quence of accepted values is asymptotically unbiased for the mean of the population, because

the limiting selection probabilities are all equal. The draw-by-draw sample mean is the nom-

inal mean including repeat values, so a node’s value is weighted by the number of times it is

selected. With a without-replacement design this same estimator is not precisely asymptoti-

cally unbiased because the limiting probabilities are not exactly equal. The standard variance

estimator based on a within-walk sample variance is not unbiased because of the dependencies

within walks. Variance estimators are examined empirically in the examples.

With a targeted walk in which the limiting probability πi of node i is proportional to ci,

an asymptotically consistent estimator, based on the limiting probabilities, is provided by the
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generalized ratio estimator

µ̂ =

∑

sa

yi/ci
∑

sa

1/qi

Note that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator can not be used because the proportionality con-

stant in the inclusion probabilities is unknown, whereas in the generalized ratio estimator it

cancels out. Again the limiting probabilities on which the estimator is based hold exactly

for the with-replacement design. For the without-replacement variation, the estimator is

examined empirically in the examples.

7 Examples

7.1 Realized stochastic graph

Figure 1 depicts first a small simulated population having 60 nodes. Nodes having value y = 1

are colored dark and nodes with value y = 0 are light. The entire realization is taken to be

our population of interest. The model producing the realization is a stochastic block model

in which the probability of a link between any two nodes depends on the values of the nodes.

Links are more likely between nodes of the same type, and the dark nodes are more highly

connected than the light nodes. For example, it may be of interest to estimate the proportion

of positive nodes (that is, nodes with y = 1) in the graph. In the population graph, 24 of the

60 nodes are positive, so the true proportion is 0.4. To the right is shown the same graph but

with node sizes proportional to the random walk limiting selection probabilities. Because of

the higher linkage tendencies of the positive nodes, many of them have higher than average

selection probabilities.

In the bottom row of Figure 1 a random walk and a uniform walk selected from the

population are shown. Each starts from the same randomly selected node, labeled “1,” and

proceeds until five distinct nodes are selected. The arrows show the direction of following

links and a jump to a new node selected at random from the graph is shown as a dotted line.

Note that the random walk backtracks from the third selected node to the second one before
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following a new link to the fourth sample node. From the first sample node, the uniform walk

passes up the higher-probability node selected by the random walk, accepting instead another

of the nodes linked to it. Either of these walks can at any time take a random jump, though

in the examples illustrated only the uniform walk happens to take one, in the transition from

the third to the fourth sample node.

7.2 Empirical population

Data from a study on the heterosexual transmission of HIV/AIDS in a high-risk population in

Colorado Springs (Potterat et al. 1993, Rothenberg et al. 1995) are shown in figures 2 and 3.

The 595 people interviewed in the study population are represented by the nodes of the graph,

and the reported sexual relationships between the respondents are shown as links between

nodes. (Additional sexual links from any of the 595 to persons who were not subsequently

interviewed are not shown.) The study population includes at-risk people including injecting

drug users, sex workers, their sexual and drug-use partners and other close social contacts.

The node variable depicted indicates sex work, with a positive value (y = 1) colored dark.

Only sexual links are shown, though many coincide with the drug-related links. The largest

sexually connected component of the graph contains 219 of the people. The next largest

connected component contains 12 people, followed by a number of components of four, three

and two people. The remaining nodes represent people without reported sexual contacts

within the interviewed population.

The observed pattern of this population, with one connected component very much larger

than the others, has been described by researchers as not atypical of studies of hidden, at-risk

populations. We are using this population solely as an empirical population from which to

select samples to compare sampling designs and estimators.

Figure 3 shows the same population with node size drawn proportional to random walk

limiting selection probability.

Each plot of Figure 4 shows a cumulative sample mean of a single walk with is continued
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until 120 distinct nodes have been selected. The actual proportion of positive (1-valued)

nodes in the empirical population (.2235) is shown by the horizontal line in each plot.

In the top row of Figure 4, an ordinary random walk with a randomly selected starting

node is shown. The left plot shows the cumulative sample mean of the distinct units. The

lower plot shows the same data but with the draw-by-draw sample mean, which includes

repeat selections of the same node, so that each node value is weighted by the number of

times that node was selected during the random walk.

In the bottom row of Figure 4 the same two types of sample mean are shown for a uniform

walk that is continued until 120 distinct nodes are selected. Notice that, for the ordinary

random walk, the sample mean wanders mainly above the actual mean, representing the

positive bias resulting from the preferential selection of the more highly connected, high-risk

people in the population. For the uniform walk, the sample mean wanders closer to the actual

value, sometimes above and sometimes below. Each of these plots also gives indication of the

autocorrelation present within a single Markov chain.

The plots in Figure five show the expected node value as a walk progresses wave by wave,

for different types of walks and with different initial distributions from which the first node is

selected, for the empirical population with 595 nodes. Thus, for the kth wave, the plots show

E(Yk), where Yk is the value of the node selected at the kth wave. The dashed line shows

the actual mean for the Colorado Springs population (.2235). The other three lines represent

three different starting distributions. In all cases, the line that starts out the lowest is the

uniform initial distribution, since the mean for the initial randomly selected node equals the

mean for the population. The value-dependent initial distribution, in which positive nodes

(y = 1) have twice the initial selection probability of zero nodes (y = 0), gives the expected

value line that is in all cases mostly in the middle initially and shows the strongest tendency

toward initial periodicity. The degree-based initial distribution, in which initial probability

of selection for a node is proportional to its degree (plus one, since isolated nodes have zero

degree), forms the top line in each of the plots.
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The six plots in Figure 5 show the expected values for six different types of walks. For

a random walk that follows links only, without the possibility of random jumps, the long

term distribution is dependent on which component the walk starts in, which depends on

the initial distribution. The three separate lines in the first figure reflect the sensitivity to

the initial distribution. The random walk with jumps, on the other hand, enables any node

to be reached from any other so that a limiting distribution is approached quite rapidly

whatever the initial distribution. With the uniform random walk, the walk that starts with

the uniform distribution stays in the uniform distribution wave after wave, and the walks

that start with either of the unequal distributions depicted approach this distribution fairly

rapidly. Each of the value-dependent and degree-dependent walks also approaches its limiting

distribution fairly rapidly, with the expected node value considerably higher than the average

node value in the population. The “degree +1” walk approaches a distribution with selection

probabilities proportional to one plus the degree for each node, while the “degree” walk has

limiting probabilities proportional to the actual degree except that isolated nodes are assigned

degree one.

Tables 1 and 2 show the calculated values of the expected value of y for the Colorado

Springs study population for each type of walk, wave by wave, and with different starting

distributions for the node selections. Results for ordinary random walks are in Table 1 and

for uniform walks are in Table 2. The expected values are shown for the initial selections,

waves 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,16, and 32, and for the limit as the number of waves approaches infinity.

The three initial distributions, for the selection of the first node of a walk, are random,

selection in which positive nodes have twice the probability of zero-valued nodes, and selection

proportional to in-degree of each node plus one. Note that, with k independent walks of a

given design, the expectations at wave j would apply to the sample mean of the k y-values

at wave j from each of the walks.

For the ordinary random walks, starting with the initial sample, the observed value is

unbiased for the population value only for the initial selection, and thereafter the bias rapidly
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rises to its limiting value of .3303787-.223594. With the initial samples biased toward the

positive nodes, the bias changes less as the walk progresses.

For the uniform walk, an initial random selection coincides with the stationary distribution,

so that the walk continues to be unbiased wave after wave. With the initial selection in which

positive nodes have twice the selection probability of zero-valued nodes, the bias is greatly

reduced with each of the first few waves and the selected node values approach their unbiased

limiting state. With the initial selection proportional to in-degree plus one, the bias requires

a few more waves to become small. The rapid initial approach of the expected value toward

the limiting value suggests that it may be desirable to have an initial “burn in” period which

is not used in the estimation part. Even a very short burn in of one to three waves could

substantially reduce the bias of estimators based on short walks.

Figures 6-9 show the sampling distributions of sample means and weighted estimators for

different walk designs with the Colorado Springs data set. Each histogram is based on 1000

simulations of the sampling design applied to the empirical population. For the designs in

Figures 6 and 7, each sample consists of 24 walks, each having length 5, that is, continuing

until 5 distinct nodes are selected. Figure 5 shows the distributions of sample means for

random walks (top row) and uniform walks (bottom row). The distribution of the mean of

the 24 sample means of 5 distinct units is given on the left. On the right, the mean of the 24

draw-by-draw means, incorporating repeat selections, is given.

The actual proportion (.2235) of the y values in the empirical population is indicated by

the solid triangle, while the mean of the sampling distribution is indicated by the hollow

triangle. The sample means for the random walks are biased upward, while the sample means

for the uniform walk are nearly unbiased. Neither is precisely unbiased, because of the way

the walk continues until a fixed number of distinct nodes is selected, instead of proceeding

for a fixed number of waves.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the generalized ratio estimator for the targeted walks

having stationary probabilities related to node value and to degree (node degree plus one).
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For comparison purposes, each of these walks was started in its own stationary distribution,

in effect giving the distributions of the estimators after “burn in.” These estimators are

not unbiased, since effective sample size is fixed, which affects the actual probabilities with

with distinct nodes are selected in sequence, and because the denominator of the estimator is

random, being the sum of the sample weights.

Figures 8 and 9 show the distributions of the same estimators and designs as in Figures 6

and 7, but with each sample consisting on one long walk of 120 distinct nodes.

Tables 3-6 summarize the expected values and mean square errors of the estimators with

the various strategies, based on the 1000 simulation runs with the Colorado Springs data set

serving as the population.

Tables 7 and 8 give the variance and the expected values of between-walk sample variances,

where available, and of within-walk sample variances for the uniform walk designs.

8 Acceptance Rates

The principal advantages of the controlled Markov chain sampling designs, such as the uni-

form and targeted walks, are (1) they make the limiting selection probabilities known from

the data so that they can be used in estimation; (2) the limiting probabilities are chosen, so

that certain types of nodes or graph characteristics may be preferentially selected; (3) the es-

timates are design based and so certain of their key properties do not depend on assumptions,

which might turn out to be incorrect, about the population graph itself; and (4) with increas-

ing chain length, the expected values of estimates tend to move toward the corresponding

graph quantities even when the initial selection distribution is different from the limiting one.

Further, the uniform walk design produces a sample that, without weighting or analysis, is

at face value “representative” in some respects of the larger population.

An important practical concern with the uniform and targeted walks is the acceptance rate,

that is, the average probability a tentatively selected node is accepted. Tentatively selected
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nodes that are rejected do not contribute to the simple estimators. For a population such

as the Internet, in which tentative selections and accept/reject decisions can be automated

and made quickly, the acceptance rate may not be critical. Sampling simply continues until

a suitable number of nodes are accepted. For studies of hidden human populations, sample

sizes tend to be small. Members of the population are difficult to find and interviews may

be time consuming. In some studies, however, the decision to accept or reject, based on a

tentatively selected person’s out degree, may be fairly quickly ascertained through a short

screening interview. Even so, it is desirable to have a sampling method with as high an

acceptance rate as possible.

The random walks have acceptance probability equal to one, but do not in general have

known or controlled limiting probabilities. If one thinks of the underlying random walk as

the natural, uncontrolled walk through a population, then a controlled walk having a limiting

distribution close to the natural random walk of the population would be expected to have

a higher acceptance rate than a controlled having a limiting distribution very different from

the natural random walk. That is, a controlled walk with a stationary distribution not far

from the underlying random walk distribution should require less modification through the

rejection of tentatively selected nodes than one with stationary distribution far from the

natural random walk tendencies.

As mentioned earlier, the stationary probabilities for an ordinary random walk in a nondi-

rected graph with a single component are proportional to the degrees of the nodes. When there

is more than one connected component, the random jump innovation is necessary to ensure

that every node is reachable and to produce a single stationary distribution not dependent

on the starting distribution, and the limiting probabilities are influenced by, but not strictly

proportional to, the node degrees. Even with the random jump innovation and the induced

acceptance probabilities, the targeted walks producing stationary probabilities proportional

to node degrees may be the closer than the other controlled walks under consideration to the

natural random walk distribution. Indeed, in Figure 5 it is evident that, for the empirical
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population, the equilibrium distribution of the expected node value for the degree+1 walk is

closer to the equilibrium for the random walk with jumps than is any of the other controlled

designs studied.

For the empirical population from the HIV/AIDS heterosexual transmission study, the

acceptance rates for the different designs are given in Table 9. For the uniform walk design,

the acceptance rate was 62 percent. For the value walk, giving twice the limiting probability

for the high risk as for the low risk people, the acceptance rate was 60 percent. For the

degree walk, in which the limiting probability was proportional to the degree plus one, the

acceptance rate was 85 percent. For the degree walk with ond added only for the degree of

the isolated nodes, the acceptance rate was 88 percent.

9 Discussion

The uniform and target walk sampling designs serve to make the limiting selection proba-

bilities known from the data so that they can be used in estimation. Further, the limiting

probabilities are chosen, so that certain types of nodes or graph characteristics may be prefer-

entially selected. Dependence on the initial selection, which may be uncontrolled, decreased

step by step.

The estimators used in this paper with the uniform and targeted walk designs can be said to

be design based. Even though the exact design based selection probabilities may be unknown

if they are unknown in the initial selection, the stationary selection probabilities are used in

the estimators. With increasing chain length, these probabilities become more accurate and

the expected values of estimates move toward the corresponding graph quantities. The design

based estimation methods have the advantage that certain of their properties, such as design

unbiasedness or consistency, do not depend on model based assumptions that would possibly

be incorrect. The design based estimates have the additional attractive quality that they

are very simple and easy to understand and explain, and can even produce data that can be
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presented without analysis or interpretation as representative in important characteristics of

the wider population of interest.

The use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms for data analysis with complicated

models is common in statistics. The methods described here are unusual in that the Markov

Chain methods are applied to real-world populations to actually obtain the data, with the

result that the data thus obtained can be easily analyzed by hand. In fact, one could go a

step farther and construct a complex Bayes stochastic graph model for the population, using

Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods in the conventional fashion in analyzing the data as well

as in their collection.

The uniform or targeted walk designs are useful to obtain samples of accepted nodes

that have certain desirable properties in relation to the population, that provide very simple

estimators of population quantities, or that could provide an initial sample for another design.

It should be noted that nodes that were observed but then “rejected” under the design are

actually still part of the data. Their values can still be incorporated into estimates if desired

using the Rao-Blackwell method applied once the chain has reached approximate equilibrium,

though the estimates then are computationally complex.

Another alternative is to use model based methods such as Bayes estimates. The model

based methods require, in addition to adequate stochastic graph modeling of the population,

an ignorable initial selection procedure, which is not in general satisfied with initial selections

biased by node or degree values, or else adequate modeling of the nonignorable selection pro-

cedure as part of the likelihood. Targeted walk designs producing an asymptotic distribution

unrelated to the nonignorable selection procedure and hence approximately unrelated to node

or degree values outside of the sample could provide the initial selections for a sample with

which model based inference methods could then be applied.
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Table 1. Random walks: Expected value of y for waves 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 16, 32, and infinite.

Wave 0 is the initial selection. Three different initial selection probability assumptions are

used: Initial random selection (π0 = 1/N for all nodes), nodes with value y = 1 have twice the

selection probability of nodes with value y = 0 (π0 ∝ y + 1), and initial selection probability

proportional to in-degree plus one (π0 ∝ a·j). The actual mean of the node values for this

population is 0.2235294

wave π0 = 1/N π0 ∝ y + 1 π0 ∝ a·j

0 0.2235294 0.3653846 0.3349894

1 0.2998771 0.2752690 0.3560839

2 0.3005446 0.3587093 0.3507451

3 0.3273606 0.3082865 0.3570490

4 0.3177081 0.3594697 0.3500041

5 0.3320705 0.3179675 0.3528395

6 0.3231213 0.3542086 0.3469835

8 0.3256034 0.3490933 0.3440449

16 0.3291087 0.3372548 0.3363884

32 0.3302606 0.3313908 0.3315119

∞ 0.3303787 0.3303787 0.3303787
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Table 2. Uniform walks: Expected value of y for waves 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 16, 32, and

infinite, with three different initial selection assumptions.

wave π0 = 1/N π0 ∝ y + 1 π0 ∝ a·j

0 0.2235294 0.3653846 0.3349894

1 0.2235294 0.2590239 0.2903147

2 0.2235294 0.2741356 0.2877974

3 0.2235294 0.2447258 0.2761270

4 0.2235294 0.2511473 0.2707929

5 0.2235294 0.2372440 0.2646280

6 0.2235294 0.2420866 0.2600923

8 0.2235294 0.2371714 0.2522952

16 0.2235294 0.2285370 0.2352150

32 0.2235294 0.2243635 0.2256228

∞ 0.2235294 0.2235294 0.2235294

Table 3. Means and mean square errors for sample means of distinct units and draw-by-draw

means for random walks and uniform walks. The design uses 24 walks each continuing until

5 distinct nodes are included.

design: random walk random walk uniform walk uniform walk

estimator: sample mean draw mean sample mean draw mean

mean 0.3008000 0.2994872 0.2423000 0.2289125

m.s.e. 0.007617465 0.007608868 0.002016378 0.001974826
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Table 4. Means and mean square errors for weighted means (generalized ratio estimator),

using the distinct units in each walk or the draw-by-draw selections for value-dependent

walks and degree-dependent walks. The design uses 24 walks each continuing until 5 distinct

nodes are included.

design: value walk value walk degree walk degree walk

estimator: distinct units draw by draw distinct units draw by draw

mean 0.1805114 0.2144555 0.2235257 0.1994530

m.s.e. 0.002546968 0.001195507 0.001807981 0.004382568

Table 5. Means and mean square errors for sample means of distinct units and draw-by-draw

means for random walks and uniform walks. The design uses one walk continuing until 120

distinct nodes are included.

design: random walk random walk uniform walk uniform walk

estimator: sample mean draw mean sample mean draw mean

mean 0.3274083 0.3325171 0.2379333 0.2232534

m.s.e. 0.012004961 0.014902382 0.001777285 0.002442825

Table 6. Means and mean square errors for weighted means (generalized ratio estimator),

using the distinct units in each walk or the draw-by-draw selections for value-dependent

walks and degree-dependent walks. The design uses one walk continuing until 120 distinct

nodes are included.

design: value walk value walk degree walk degree walk

estimator: distinct units draw by draw distinct units draw by draw

mean 0.1652275 0.2254267 0.2404622 0.1835336

m.s.e. 0.003952703 0.001578039 0.002115518 0.003951540
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Table 7. Variance of estimators and expected values of between-walk and within-walk sample

variances for the uniform random walk, for the design with 24 walks of 5 distinct nodes each.

estimator: sample mean draw-by-draw mean

variance of estimator: 0.001665709 0.001947796

E(between-walk variance) 0.001584203 0.001919005

E(average within-walk variances) 0.001515521 0.001231983

Table 8. Variance of estimators and expected values of within-walk sample variance for the

uniform random walk, for the design with a single walk of 120 distinct nodes. (No between-

walk sample variance is available for this design.)

estimator: sample mean draw-by-draw mean

variance of estimator: 0.001571384 0.002445194

E(average within-walk variances) 0.001510515 0.001429126

Table 9. Acceptance rates for the uniform and targeted walks in the empirical population.

design: uniform walk value walk degree+1 walk degree walk

acceptance rate 0.62 0.60 0.85 0.88
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Figure 1: Top left: Population is realization of stochastic block graph model. Top right: The

random walk limit probabilities of the nodes. Bottom left: Random walk of 5 steps. Bottom

right: Uniform walk of 5 steps. Arbitrary axes scales are provided as a visual aid in identifying

sample nodes with population nodes.
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Figure 2: High-risk population in Colorado Springs study on the heterosexual transmission

of HIV/AIDS (Potterat et al. 1993, Rothenberg et al. 1995, and personal communications).

Red circles represent highest-risk individuals, in this case those who have exchanged sex for

money. Links shown between individuals are sexual and drug injecting partnerships.
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Figure 3: Limiting random walk selection probabilities for Colorado Springs population. No-

tice that in the real population many of the individuals with the highest-risk behavior also

have high selection probabilities with the ordinary random walk, and so will tend to be over-

represented in a sample.
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Figure 4: Sample paths of sample means for a single random walk of length 120 nodes. The

top two plots are with an ordinary random walk, while the bottom two are with a uniform

walk. Sample mean of the distinct units, up to the wave given by the x-axis, is plotted on the

left. On the right is the sample mean of the nominal draws, so that node value is weighted

by the number of times the node is selected.
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Figure 5: Expected value of node by wave for different walk designs with the Colorado Springs

empirical population. Each plot shows one walk design. The dashed line is the actual mean.

The other three lines show expected value for three different starting distributions. In each

case the lower of the three lines starts with the uniform distribution, the middle line with the

value 2/1 distribution, and the top line with the degree distribution.
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Figure 6: Distributions of sample means as estimators of the proportion of people who have

exchanged sex for money in the empirical population of the Colorado Springs study, with

random and uniform walks. Solid triangle is the actual proportion in the population. Hollow

triangle is the mean of the distribution of the estimator. Note the overestimation with sample

means or ordinary random walks. Random walks are at top, uniform walks at bottom. Design

was 24 walks, each of length 5, with all 120 observations used in the estimator. The number

of realizations for the simulation was 1000.
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Figure 7: Distributions of generalized ratio estimators of the proportion of people who have

exchanged sex for money in the empirical population of the Colorado Springs study, with

targeted walks. Solid triangle is the actual proportion in the population. Hollow triangle is

the mean of the distribution of the estimator. Note the overestimation with sample means

or ordinary random walks. Random walks are at top, uniform walks at bottom. Design was

24 walks, each of length 5, with all 120 observations used in the estimator. The number of

realizations for the simulation was 1000.
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Figure 8: Distributions of sample means as estimators of the proportion of people who have

exchanged sex for money in the empirical population of the Colorado Springs study, with

random and uniform walks. Solid triangle is the actual proportion in the population. Hollow

triangle is the mean of the distribution of the estimator. Note the overestimation with sample

means or ordinary random walks. Random walks are at top, uniform walks at bottom. Design

was a single walk of length 120. The number of realizations for the simulation was 1000.
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Figure 9: Distributions of generalized ratio estimators of the proportion of people who have

exchanged sex for money in the empirical population of the Colorado Springs study, with

targeted walks. Solid triangle is the actual proportion in the population. Hollow triangle is

the mean of the distribution of the estimator. Note the overestimation with sample means or

ordinary random walks. Random walks are at top, uniform walks at bottom. Design was a

single walk of length 120. The number of realizations for the simulation was 1000.
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